
Lessons from a leadership guru and bestselling
leadership author
In this groundbreaking keynote, Nick tackles the toughest challenge facing organizational leaders
today: how to get unfiltered, honest information from multiple sources and transform it into
industry-leading growth. Nick reveals how leaders facing a bewildering mass of data and opinions
can cut through the static, get a grip on reality, make effective decisions, and lead their
organizations to sustained success.

Nick’s talk is based on the research of his bestselling book, Lucid Leadership, and provides in-depth
strategies to develop your clarity of vision, take decisive action, and fulfill your company’s mission.

This talk is for every leader who’s looking for clarity amid “the fog of business” and needs to get the
most out of themselves and their employees while delighting investors and customers.

Talk Takeaways
Build a culture of innovation and clarity to drive sustainable growth
Develop the powerful discipline of the "Three Dimensions of Leadership Clarity"
Lead and manage teams in a time of hyper-complexity
Anticipate “Chaotic Change” and act upon it before your competition
Get actionable takeaways that you can apply immediately in your enterprise
Why the best leaders are leading a culture of employee and customer happiness

Other Leadership Keynote Topics
How to Attract and Keep Mission Critical Talent
What the Best Leaders are doing in a Time of Rapid Change
The Leadership Principles of the Best Leaders in the World
The Impact of Innovation, and Clarity on Leadership Mastery

How to Thrive in a Time of Chaotic Change
We are currently living in a time of Chaotic Innovation and rapid change. Additionally, we are also
dealing with hyper-complexity across our markets. In this fun and upbeat program, Nick provides a
roadmap on how to thrive in a time of change and complexity.

Future Trends Topic: Leadership



Nick brings a fresh perspective and
multi-generational view of how
employees and team members view
leadership and work. 

NNick is a multiple number one bestselling author and
one of the top leadership speakers and consultants in the
world. 

His clients represent dozens of the top organizations in
the world including McDonald’s, Pfizer, 3M, Johnson &
Johnson, FedEx, Salesforce, and others. This fresh keynote
will take your Leadership to a new level.

Why Nick is one of
the Top Leadership
Keynote Speakers

Let's Zoom!

Selecting the right keynote speaker is critical to
the success of your event

Schedule a no-obligation Zoom meeting with
Nick to see why he is selected by the top
organizations in the world to WOW their
audiences!

Future Trends Topic: Leadership

Never hire a keynote speaker
without first asking them the
tough questions. 

Nick’s number one
bestselling books and
deep research
Nick is a multiple number one bestselling
author and provides fresh research and real-
world experience as an innovator and an
advisor to the top organizations. He delivers
world-class novel content that is real, practical,
and most importantly, actionable.

https://disruptionexpo.com/


to some of the top organizations, Nick’s talks are based on real-world expertise and deep research
from multiple number one bestselling books. Perhaps even more importantly, Nick conducts event-
specific research for each and every presentation. Recently, Nick was asked to speak for the
American Ambulance Association, where he spent a day on an ambulance with paramedics to get a
real feel for their world. At a separate talk for a packaging event, Nick spent a day at a packaging
manufacturer to gain fresh and real insights about the opportunities and challenges within their
industry. If you want a five-star keynote, you need to work with a speaker that cares enough to
handcraft the perfect talk for your event.

As a Top Futurist, Researcher, and Management Consultant

About Nick
Nick began his successful career as an award-winning inventor and technologist at just 23 years of
age. His award-winning technologies include one of the world’s smallest medical implants, one of
the first wearable technologies, educational toys, consumer products, and even a line of successful
kitchen tools. As a startup entrepreneur, Nick has developed and grown successful companies and
then positioned them for a successful profitable acquisition. 

As a management consultant, he works with some of the top organizations
in the world to help them drive sustainable growth through innovation
leadership. Some of his clients include: DHL, Verizon, FedEx, McDonald’s,
Pfizer, Salesforce, Chase, and 3M, just to name a few. Nick has also served as
a Chief Innovation Officer and an adjunct professor for a top medical school. 

To this day, Nick continues to operate an innovation lab and research
organization. He also owns and operates LearnLogic, a training firm that
provides workforce development in the areas of employee happiness,
innovation, marketing, and strategic mastery. Nick is also an award-winning
documentary filmmaker - his film, The Healthcare Cure received the
Sedona International Film Festival's, "Audience Choice Award". Nick’s
biggest passion is his role as a father of four children and as a husband to
his wife of 31 years.



A multiple number one bestselling author,
award-winning inventor, and advisor to
some of the top organizations in the world.

Some of Nick's Clients

What Clients Have to Say



As a strategist, Nick works with some of the top organizations in the world, Nick understands
their needs, problems and opportunities. As a result, Nick architects highly customized keynotes
that are surgically connected to the goals of the organization. It’s not uncommon for Nick to be
booked by the same corporation multiple times within the same year. Delivering actionable
takeaways that are connected to the organization’s event goals is what Nick does best.


